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Your research management process at your fingertips

RHInnO – Research for Health and Innovation Organiser is a system that not only manages your data, it oversees and automates the entire life-cycle of the research process. From registering Research Institutions to issuing Calls for proposal to publishing research results to HRWeb*, RHInnO supports you each step of the way. By keeping the whole process within RHInnO you keep better control, avoid misplacing paperwork and speed-up the process – making your work more cost effective. In addition, at any stage, you can analyse your progress and produce status reports, providing an excellent tool for monitoring and evaluation.

And of particular interest to Research Ethics Committees (RECs) is the ‘Ethics’ version of RHInnO, allowing RECs to streamline the ethics review, produce reports, track projects and produce annual reports.

In addition, RHInnO stores all your data in an easy-to-retrieve format, turning it into informative graphs, charts and maps at the touch of a button. It is a system that will provide you with the evidence you need to inform, promote dialogue and make those all-important research decisions.

*Health Research Web (HRWeb)
www.healthresearchweb.org

Health Research Web is an interactive platform that gives rapid access to research information on governance and policies, research projects, publications, ethics reviews and much more. Research information is easily uploaded from RHInnO and other software programmes and can be managed simply. It is free of charge for registered users. Visit www.healthresearchweb.org to sign up.

Connect, Collaborate and Communicate with RHInnO

The advantages of RHInnO do not stop there. RHInnO is available to you anytime, anywhere – all you need is an internet connection – and it is also available to those you invite to comment, collaborate or simply keep informed as part of the network you can build in RHInnO. Use your web-based network to collect data, seek comments, support collaboration, or obtain approval. In turn, you can submit your information, in the format required, to another RHInnO User - locally, nationally or regionally.
ETHICS RESEARCH NETWORK

1. Research Ethics Review Manager
   2. Registry of researchers & Institution
   3. Calls for Proposal - Request for Application
   4. Monitoring & Evaluation

1. Research Project Registry
   2. Select participants to comment on Ethics Review
   3. Seek visibility
   4. Publish to HRWeb
   5. Interact
   6. Share Experiences
   7. Generate accessible research outputs
   8. Cross country analysis

HRWeb
Online community of people interested in building a high-quality research for health management information system
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NATIONAL
REGIONAL
GLOBAL

RHInno
Research for Health and Innovation Organiser

WWW.RHINNO.NET
RHInnO has been created by the Web4Development team at the COHRED Group. Web4Development is striving to maximise the impact of research to improve health, equity and development by utilising the power and reach of the world-wide-web. The team provides web-based solutions to empower people around the world to effectively share and develop information related to research and innovation.

This supports the aim of The COHRED Group to strengthen the governance and management of systems, in low and middle income countries, to use research, science and technology and innovation to improve health, equity and development.

To arrange a demonstration of how RHInnO can simplify your research management or ethics review process, or to find out about other Web4Development products and services, contact:

**Switzerland**    David Abreu, abreu@cohred.org
**Brazil**         Bruno Coelho, coelho@cohred.org

or visit www.RHInnO.net